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Objectives (scientific background, hypothesis, methods, and expected results):

The overall objective is to use examine baseline cortical thickness in ARMS and CONTROLS in across
WP5 using FreeSurfer
The main specific objectives are:
1) To compare cortical thickness in ARMS vs Controls in centres that have collected control data
(Amsterdam, London, Melbourne)
2) To compare cortical thickness in ARMS-NT vs ARMS-T across all centres that have collected
structural MRI data.
3) As the numbers of ARMS-T are likely to be small to conduct a complementary analysis
examining follow-up GAF measures in relation to cortical thickness
4) Using data from traveling heads to examine the heterogeneity of the MRI data with relation to
centre
A cortical vertex analysis using appropriate statistical correction for multiple comparisons would be
conducted in addition to a region of interest approach of the insula and hippocampus.
The central focus would be on transition status and GAF, while a limited number of basic clinical
variables would be examined, we are keen not to cover too many measures to ensure these can be
included in separate publications as suggested by other researchers.
Data needed for the study: (please list the EU-GEI WP5 instruments):
-Baseline Structural MRI data from EU-GEI
-Transition status
-Follow-up GAF scales
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-Follow-up cognitive measures (these will be in relation to MRI data only)
-Basic demographics eg age, gender, years of education
-Basic clinical information (e.g basic medication, basic symptoms at baseline, brief substance misuse)
Plan for statistical analysis (overall strategy):
Structural MRI: MRI data would be processed using the standard FreeSurfer surface analysis pipeline.
Full cortical vertex analysis would be analysed using Surfstat. Although the ADNI scan has been used
in all centres reducing the effects of inter-centre heterogeneity, the effect of centre will be controlled for
using the general linear model with additional nuisance covariates including total intracranial volume,
age and gender. A repeated measure design will be used to examine the effect of centre on cortical
thickness measures.
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